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What is the assessment?

 Part 1- Indirect Assessment:  Student feedback

In early April, an electronic survey was sent to 2009 recipients of the MSD AAS 
Degree (25) and also to recipients of the MSD Professional Program Awards (85) 
regarding their perspectives on their critical thinking skills as impacted by 
completing MSD Courses.  Responses were compiled and reviewed by the SAC. 

 Part 2 – Direct Assessment:  SAC evaluation of student artifacts 

During April, 4 faculty members applied a critical thinking rubric to student artifacts 
collected from MSD 279, MSD 130, MSD 105, MSD 110, MSD 157, and MSD 198B. 
Results were compiled, reviewed, and will be shared with faculty. Action plans will 
be developed if need is determined based on review.
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What is the purpose of the assessment?
 The Survey: To measure whether students, upon completion of an 18 credit 

hour MSD Program Award and/or the AAS degree, feel they have learned to 
use Critical Thinking and Problem Solving - in order for the SAC to determine 
whether the Program outcomes are appropriate guides for teaching these 
skills.

 The Artifacts: To assess whether students demonstrate critical thinking in 
their individual artifacts in order to see: 

 how the MSD program is doing in helping students achieve the PCC Core                                             
outcome. 

 how the individual courses are helping students achieve this outcome.
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Who is the intended audience of the assessment?

 The audience is varied. Audience for the survey results: SAC, Faculty, 
Management. Audience for the artifact review: SAC, Faculty, 
Management. (future potential audience = students & employers).

How will the results of the assessment be presented to the 
intended audience?

 The results will be presented to SAC and staff using PowerPoint 
slides showing visual comparisons of the survey results. The slides 
will be available on our MSD Faculty Groups page. Discussion prior 
to the next SAC meeting will be by email.
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What definition of critical thinking are you using?

 The ability to analyze, interpret, evaluate, infer, explain, and 
solve workplace problems or issues in the context of a 
supervisory perspective.

 Identify and investigate problems.                             

 Evaluate information and its sources.

 Use appropriate methods of reasoning to develop creative and 
practical solutions to personal, professional and community 
issues.
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How does this assessment integrate with other 
teaching strategies or assessment strategies?

 The survey will provide student self-assessment feedback 
regarding the program as a whole. Results can be reviewed 
alongside course evaluations for an overview of students’ 
perspectives.

 The artifact review will provide additional –external- feedback 
for the faculty of each of the 6 classes plus provide a tool for 
faculty to assist students in measuring their own achievement 
of the core outcomes. Concepts from the assessment rubric 
can be incorporated into class assignment rubrics.
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Ideally, how often should this assessment be implemented, given 
your purpose?

 Survey of AAS and Program Award recipients will be ongoing – the 
Awards can be issued at the end of every term, so the survey could 
be sent within a month of issuance.

 Artifacts will be collected during the year and reviewed in the 
Spring.

 These assessments can be modified to focus on each particular core 
outcome, or the survey could potentially include questions regarding each 
of the core outcomes.

 The artifacts could be compared to a rubric for each core outcome, one per 
year.
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Mapping Level Indicators:   Most MSD Courses = Level 3

0. Not Applicable.

1. Limited demonstration or application of knowledge and skills.

2. Basic demonstration and application of knowledge and skills.

3. Demonstrated comprehension and is able to apply essential knowledge and skills.

 Identifies and addresses the validity of key assumptions that underlie the issue.

 Examines the evidence and source of evidence.

 Relates cause and effect.

 Illustrates existing or potential consequences.

 Analyzes the scope and context of the issue including an assessment of the 
audience of the analysis.

4. Demonstrates thorough, effective and/or sophisticated application of knowledge 
and skills.  

http://www.pcc.edu/resources/academic/core-outcomes/msd.html
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Results!

Using the rubric…



Adapted 
from 
Washington 
State 
University’s 
rubric for 
Critical 
Thinking



MSD Program 
Assessment of Student Artifacts 
6 individual course results 
(specific scores from 4 reviewers)



MSD Program 
Assessment of Student Artifacts 
6 individual course results 
(average scores from 4 reviewers)



Rubric category:
“Developing”
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Results!

Using the survey…
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15 respondents/85 surveys = 18%
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Conclusions!
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Conclusions
 Results were not available prior to the SAC meeting so 

SAC members have not seen them yet.

 Preliminary conclusions: 
 The MSD program is meeting expectations for helping 

students achieve the core outcome for Critical Thinking & 
Problem Solving.

 SAC members may need to revisit how certain courses 
could do a better job of helping students meet the core 
outcome.


